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Abstract
I present a two-period asymmetric learning model to study accident forgiveness as an optional insurance policy
in the automobile insurance contract. Accident forgiveness, often considered as “premium insurance,” protects
the insured against a premium increase if an at-fault accident occurs. By offering this feature to all policyholders
at the beginning, I design an accident forgiveness policy that charges policyholders higher-than-market
premiums based on their risk types in the first period and then experience rates both types in the second period
contingent on their previous at-fault accidents. In this model, experience rating still serves as the sorting device
although its effectiveness is tempered by the presence of an accident forgiveness policy. Moreover, I find that
both individual time and risk preferences contribute to the accident forgiveness purchases.
Keywords: accident forgiveness, asymmetric information, multi-period insurance contract, insurance purchase
decision
1. Introduction
In recent years, we hear more about accident forgiveness policies on TV, billboards, and in Internet forums. With
accident forgiveness, insurance rates do not go up due to an accident. Insurance companies know that drivers are
fearful of the financial consequences of being in even the most minor accidents and that is why insurers are
promoting accident forgiveness policies. For example, since 2005, Allstate has successfully launched accident
forgiveness as part of its “Your Choice Auto” insurance program which fundamentally changes the type of
products traditionally offered by many insurers by presenting consumers with more innovative features (Note 1).
Following Allstate's lead, other major auto insurance companies in the U.S. market such as GEICO, Progressive,
and Travelers are also offering their existing customers this new feature (see Table 1).
Interestingly, most auto insurers offering accident forgiveness policies in the U.S. auto insurance market provide
this feature for “free” to their existing policyholders who have been with them for three to five years and who
have maintained an accident-free record for a number of consecutive years (Note 2). For example, Nationwide
requires that policyholders must be with Nationwide for five years and be accident free for three years to qualify
for the accident forgiveness benefits. With Travelers' accident forgiveness policy, customers who have been with
Travelers for four years or more and are accident free for five years do not see a surcharge for their first
qualifying accident. However, a few insurers sell accident forgiveness as an optional feature in the insurance
contract to all customers (see Table 1). For example, Allstate sells accident forgiveness as part of its “Your
Choice Auto Insurance” program and Farmers sells this feature as part of its “Farmers Flex” program (Note 3).
In both programs, customers are allowed to purchase accident forgiveness by paying an additional premium.
Table 1. Top 10 writers of PPA insurance in the United States (2009)
Rank

Group

Market Share

Offering Accident Forgiveness

1

State Farm Mutual

18.60%

2

Allstate

10.50%

As part of ``Your Choice Auto''

3

Berkshire Hathaway

8.20%

Guaranteed if accident free for 5 years

4

Progressive

7.50%

Guaranteed if accident free for 3 years

5

Zurich Financial Services

6.40%

As part of ``Farmers Flex''

6

Nationwide Mutual

4.50%

Guaranteed if accident free for 3 years

7

Liberty Mutual

4.40%

Guaranteed if accident free for 5 years
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8

USAA

4.10%

Guaranteed if accident free for 5 years

9

Travelers

2.10%

Guaranteed if accident free for 5 years

10

American Family Mutual

2.00%

Guaranteed if accident free for 3 years

Note. Adapted from SNL Financial LC and insurance companies' websites.

Although accident forgiveness has received considerable attention in the auto insurance industry, there is little or
no literature studying accident forgiveness in the auto insurance contract (Note 4). This paper contributes to the
existing literature by developing an asymmetric learning model to examine optimal insurance contracts with
accident forgiveness provided as an optional feature in the market. My study attempts to improve our
understanding of this new policy feature in the insurance contracting.
The model developed in this paper is a two-period model in which insurers compete to attract policyholders.
Individuals are risk averse and are subject to a possible income loss in each period. As usual, I employ an
asymmetric information assumption in the model by assuming that the probability of loss is not known initially
by all insurers and at-fault accidents that occurred in the first period are only observed by the initial insurer (Note
5). When information about previous at-fault accidents is not shared perfectly by the insurers in the market,
information asymmetries arise between the initial insurer and the rival insurer, as well as between the insured
and the insurer. Regardless of the no commitment assumption in the prior literature (e.g., Nilssen, 2000), insurers
in this model are able to commit to the two-period contract, but policyholders always have the option to switch
insurers ex post (Note 6). I design an accident forgiveness policy that charges policyholders higher-than-market
premiums by their risk types in the first period and experience rates both types in the second period contingent
on their previous at-fault accidents. Contrary to the prior literature that elicits competition as the reason to
temper the experience rating (e.g., Cooper & Hayes, 1987), this model is built such that accident forgiveness is
the device that tempers the experience rating, and, of course, this is the incentive for policyholders to purchase it.
This accident forgiveness contract attracts policyholders as it “forgive” the at-fault accident and provides
“reward” in terms of coverage and premiums for those accident-free. By offering this feature to all policyholders
in the pool, the insurer appears to not only lock in its loyal customers but also attract additional low risk
customers.
The other noteworthy contribution of this paper is how I analyze the individual insurance purchase decision.
Accident forgiveness, to some extent, is often thought of as “premium insuranc” where consumers purchase
premium protection which gives them the right to make at-fault claims without experiencing an increase in their
premiums. An insurance purchase decision, as an investment decision under uncertainty, is to be affected by
individual risk and time preferences (e.g., Hirshleifer, 1966; Schlesinger & Schulenburg, 1987). By allowing
randomization for both risk types of insureds over contracts in the model, my results suggest a nondecreasing
effect of the discount factor on the individual accident forgiveness purchase. Further, risk averse individuals
become more likely to purchase accident forgiveness if the expected utility provided by the insurance contract is
above a threshold. This is surprisingly different from the findings in the prior literature, which suggest that risk
averse individuals always purchase more insurance.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the previous studies related to the multi-period insurance
contracts. Section 3 introduces the features of accident forgiveness in the current insurance market. Section 4
outlines the basic model and examines the characterization for the optimal contract. Section 5 establishes the
impacts of the discount factor and risk aversion on the accident forgiveness purchases. Section 6 contains the
conclusions.
2. Literature Review
Multi-period contracting is observed in different markets. In auto insurance market, consumers typically make
repeat purchases. For example, in many countries, drivers purchase automobile insurance with the same insurer
for many years, and the insurers use bonus-malus systems in order to relate insurance premiums to the
individual's past experience (e.g., Dionne & Vanasse, 1992; Dionne et al., 2005; Hey, 1985; Lemaire, 1985).
Multi-period contracting is also observed in workers' compensation insurance, unemployment insurance, and
many other markets. The introduction of multi-period contracts in the analysis gives rise to many issues such as
time discounting, commitment of the parties, myopic behavior, and information asymmetry. Multi-period
insurance contracts are set not only to adjust ex-post insurance premiums or insurance coverage to past
experience but also as a sorting device. They can be a complement or a substitute to standard self-selection
mechanisms (Dionne, 2000, p. 194).
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Cooper and Hayes (1987) were the first to consider a repeated insurance problem with adverse selection. They
use the Nash equilibrium concept in a two-period game where the equilibrium must be separating (Note 7).
Cooper and Hayes introduce a second instrument to induce self-selection: experience rating. Experience rating
increases the cost to high risks from masquerading as low risks by exposing them to second-period contingent
coverages and premiums. The formal problem consists of maximizing the low-risk policyholder's two-period
expected utility under the incentive compatibility constraints, the nonnegative intertemporal expected profits
constraint, and the no-switching constraints. By assuming that the insurers commit to a two-period contract but
the contract is not binding on the insureds, they show that the presence of a second-period competition limits the
use of experience rating as a sorting device. At equilibrium, high risk individuals obtain full insurance coverage
and are not experience rated, whereas low risk individuals receive only partial insurance coverage and are
experience rated.
Dionne and Doherty (1994) introduce the phenomenon of renegotiation in long-term relationships in insurance
markets. In a similar vein to Cooper and Hayes (1987), two-period contracts are considered where the insureds
can leave the relationship at the end of the first period and only the insurer is bound by a multi-period agreement.
The difference with Cooper and Hayes' model is in the possibility of renegotiation. Indeed, insurers are allowed
to make a proposition to alter the contract with their insureds, which could have been accepted or rejected.
Dionne and Doherty present an alternative model (extending Laffont & Tirole's, 1990, procurement model)
(Note 8), which involves semi-pooling in the first period followed by separation in the second. In their model,
two contracts are offered. One contract is selected only by high risks and the other by both risk types, thus only
the high risks can randomize over two contracts. Dionne and Doherty conclude that partial coverage is offered in
the first-period semi-pooling contract along with full coverage being offered to high risks in the second period.
Further, both high risks and low risks are experience rated in the second period.
Other models of multi-period insurance markets are not as closely related to this work as that of Cooper and
Hayes (1987) and Dionne and Doherty (1994). For example, Nilssen (2000) focuses on consumer lock-in under a
no-commitment assumption and illustrates that an equilibrium may exist with full pooling in the first period and
consumer lock-in in the second period.
In this paper, I build a two-period model in a competitive insurance market with separation in both periods. This
model, as an extension of Cooper and Hayes (1987) and Dionne and Doherty (1994), reveals that an accident
forgiveness policy offered in the market induces policyholder's willingness to be experience rated. My model
shares the basic feature of the previous paper (e.g., Dionne & Doherty, 1994) regarding the multi-period
insurance contracts; that is two contracts are offered in the market and asymmetric information exists between
insureds and insurers. However, my model differs in several respects. I focus primarily on providing a model
with full separation in both periods (Note 9). Contracts are allowed to be selected by both high risks and low
risks, which means that both types can ``randomize" over the contracts with accident forgiveness. In the second
period, both low risks as well as high risks will be experience rated instead of just low risks, as shown in Cooper
and Hayes (1987). Finally, my main difference lies in the analysis of insurance purchase decisions. The findings
in this paper indicate that the discount factor between periods and the degree of risk aversion are important
determinants to the accident forgiveness purchases.
3. Accident Forgiveness
When one is involved in any at-fault accident (or traffic violation), points against the driving record are added
into the insurer's experience rating system depending on the description of the accident (or traffic violation) and
the insurer's rating system. Surcharges or discounts on premiums are based on the driving record. The more
points one has, the worse the driving record becomes, and the higher the premium is. For example, if one has an
at-fault accident, according to the current surchargeable point schedule in Massachusetts the driving record
might increase three to four points depending on the claim amount (Note 10). However, with an accident
forgiveness policy, the points do not increase as much, if at all. By protecting the driving record, accident
forgiveness results in a reduction of the auto insurance premium.
In short, the availability of accident forgiveness varies by company. If available, it is simply a built-in feature of
an insurer's regular auto insurance policy, or it is purchased as an option on the policy. Even if this feature is
provided, it does not mean that if an accident occurred before the purchase it would be forgiven. Instead, it
means that if the accident were to occur in the future it would be forgiven upon the conditions and terms
specified in the insurance contract. The number of at-fault accidents allowed to be forgiven varies by the insurer
providing this feature (Note 11). Even if one has accident forgiveness in a policy, having an accident “forgiven”
by an insurance company does not mean the accident is totally omitted from one's driving record. The accident is
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on one's driving record even though
h the insurer offering the “forgiveness”
“
may not currrently consideer it when
calculatinng the auto inssurance premiium (Note 12)).
4. The M
Model
4.1 Modeel Assumptionss and the Sequ
uence of the G
Game
I consideer a two-periood insurance market.
m
Indiviiduals (or insu
ureds) are asssumed to be rrisk averse, an
nd in each
period inndividuals are subject to a risk of financcial loss. Indiividuals differr solely by thheir probabilitty of loss.
High riskk individuals have
h
a higherr probability oof experiencin
ng a loss (acciident) than low
w risk individ
duals. The
respectivee proportions of high and low
l
risks are assumed to permit a singlee-period Nashh separating eq
quilibrium
Note 13). Rissk type is priv
to exist (N
vate informatiion to the ind
dividuals, and accidents aree out of the in
ndividual's
control soo that no morral hazard arisses. Insureds sshare the samee von Neuman
nn-Morgensteern utility function with
the samee per-period inncome (Note 14). Two inssurers (the in
nitial insurer and
a the rival insurer) in th
he market
compete to attract insuureds and are assumed to bbe risk neutral. I assume thaat the incumbbent initial insurer is the
only onee in the markket to offer accident
a
forgiiveness in th
he contracts and
a observes its policyhollders' loss
experiencce (there is no
n underreporting of accideents). Moreov
ver, borrowin
ng or lending by the insureds is not
permittedd, but the insurreds are allow
wed to switch bbetween insurrers at no cost.

Fiigure 1. The ddepiction of tw
wo-period mod
del
The gamee depicted in Figure
F
1 runs as follows:
1) At thee beginning of the first periiod, the initiall insurer offerrs the accidentt forgiveness ccontracts with
h premium
annd coverage
to high rissk individualss and premium
m
and coverage
to llow risk indiv
viduals.
y offers the ooptimal one-p
2) The rrival insurer simultaneousl
s
period Rothscchild/Stiglitz ccontracts with
h
and
as premium andd coverage to high risk inddividuals and,
and
to low risk inndividuals. Th
he optimal
one-pperiod Rothscchild/Stiglitz contracts cann be summarrized as: the high risk inndividual recceives full
insuraance; the low
w risk individu
ual receives lless than full insurance; th
he high risk inndividual is indifferent
i
betweeen his contracct and that forr the low risk ((Note 15).
3) Indiviiduals choosee among avaiilable contraccts. (1 - x) refers
r
to the proportion off high risk in
ndividuals
purchhasing accidennt forgiveness contracts froom the initial insurer, and (1
( - y) is the pproportion fo
or low risk
indiviiduals. Premiuums are paid, and the first period ends. Wealth losses are realizedd, and the insu
ureds who
experrience a loss are
a compensatted accordingg to the first-p
period compon
nent of their ccontracts by getting
g
the
net reeimbursement (Note 16).
4) At thee beginning off the second period,
p
continggent on having
g the first-period accident oor not, the inittial insurer
offerss the existing insureds fourr different conntracts:
and
a
as premium
p
and coverage for high risks
havinng an accident in the previou
us period,
and
as premium and coverage ffor high risks having no
accideent in the prevvious period,
and
as premium
m and coverage for low riskks having an accident
a
in
the prrevious periodd, and
and
a
as prremium and coverage
c
for low risks havving no accid
dent in the
previoous period.
5) The riival insurer aggain offers rep
peated one-perriod contracts at the beginning of the seccond period.
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6) Indiviiduals choosee to either con
ntinue their coontracts with the initial insurer or to sw
witch to the one-period
o
contraacts provided by the rival in
nsurer. Premiuums are paid, and the secon
nd period elapsses: wealth losses occur
and arre compensateed according to
t the contractts.
4.2 Modeel Setup
The derivvation of the optimal
o
contraact is obtainedd by maximizin
ng the followiing problem (N
Note 17):
(1)
which is the utility off low risks pu
urchasing an aaccident forgiiveness contraact in the first
st period and remaining
with the same initial innsurer for thee second periood. This maxiimization prob
blem is subjecct to the rand
domization
constrainnts as:
(2)

(3)
the self-selection consttraints as:

(4)

(5)

the accideent forgivenesss constraints as (Note 18):
(6)
(7)
and the zeero-profit connstraint for thee insurer as:
(8)
Constrainnts shown in expression
e
(2)) and expresssion (3) are raandomization constraints thhat ensure both low and
high risks are indiffereent between their
t
own onee-period contrracts and the accident forgiiveness contracts. With
these connstraints, the insureds with the same riskk type will ran
ndomize over different conttracts. Expression (4) is
the self-sselection consstraint for high risks and gguarantees thaat high risks will
w not mimic
ic low risks. High
H
risks
only preffer a randomizzation over thee one-period ccontract and th
he accident fo
orgiveness conntract for high
h risks to a
randomizzation over coontracts for lo
ow risks. Exppression (5) is
i the self-selection constraaint for low risks. The
purpose of purchasingg accident fo
orgiveness is to allow pollicyholders to
o have at-fauult accidents without a
premium increase. Exxpressions (6) and (7) are accident forg
giveness consstraints and illlustrate that the initial
insurer pproviding acciident forgiven
ness contractss must keep its
i promise to
o offer its pollicyholder wh
ho has the
first-periood accident thhe same secon
nd-period expeected utility as
a the one he can
c obtain froom the uninforrmed rival
insurer. E
Expression (8)) as a zero-pro
ofit constraint prevents insurers from offeering contractss at a loss.
A policy designed for high risks will obviously offer full insu
urance as partial insurancee would simplly provide
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incentives for imitatioon and offer an
a opportunity
ty for renegottiation (Note 19). I can rew
ewrite the selff-selection
constrainnts for high risk individuals (4) and low riisk individuals (5) as

(4’)
and

(5’)

respectiveely.
Similarlyy, the randomiization constraaint (2), the acccident forgiv
veness constraaint (6) and thhe zero-profit constraint
(8) can bee also rewritteen as
(2’)
(6’)
(8’)
4.3 Optim
mal Contracts with Asymmeetric Informatiion
4.3.1 Opttimal Contractts Characterizzation
To characcterize the opptimal contracts by solving the maximizaation problem
m, I need to deetermine the binding
b
of
the consttraints. Due too the fact thatt competition and freedom of entry with
hout transactioon costs ensurre that the
profit forr each type of
o contract wiill be driven tto zero, the zero-profit
z
co
onstraint is bin
inding with Lagrangian
L
multiplierr λz > 0.
Binding tthe self-selecttion constrain
nt with
0 for high risks
r
is necessary to ensuree that the high risks do
not selectt the contractss for low riskss. As usual, thhe constraint for
f low risks cannot
c
possiblly be binding because if
the high rrisks are indiffferent betweeen two contraccts, then the low risks will strictly preferr their own co
ontracts as
only the hhigh risks havve incentives to mimic the loow risks (Note 20). I have
0.
Because tthe accident forgiveness
fo
constraints are bbinding, it folllows
(9)
With the method of Laagrange multip
pliers, I substiitute these valu
ues into the prroblem to sim
mplify the deriv
vation and
take the ffirst-order conndition of the maximization
m
n problem. Theen I get
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
Because I have

, comparing
g

from (10) and
a
0 and

and with the assumptioon of utility fu
unction,

"

from
m (11) yields

0, I have
(14)

which ideentifies the paartial coveragee for

,

as the contracct offered in th
he first periodd.
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from (13)), it shows

which alsso points to thhe partial cov
verage for thee contract
individuaals having no loss
l
in the firsst period.

,

(15)
offered in the seccond period to
o low risk

To determ
mine
ass the premium
m for high riisks with no loss in the first
f
period, I adopt the concept
c
of
“rent-connstraint contraacts,” which was proposedd in Laffont and Tirole (1990) (Note 21). Here is the idea.
Consideriing that highh risks would receive the full-insurancee, fair- priced
d policy in thhe repeated one-period
o
contracts from the rivaal insurer, they
y would deviaate to adopt the strategy of accident
a
forgivveness contraacts, which
involves an “up-front”” premium in the
t first perio d if the expecctation of costt is no higher than the actuaarially fair
price from
m the repeatedd one-period contracts.
c
Thuus, to participaate in the accid
dent forgiveneess contracts, high risks
having noo first-period loss must recceive a rent thhat is implicitlly embodied in
i the premium
m . With competition,
the insureer cannot offeer a rent to th
he high risks ggreater than th
hat correspond
ding to the traansfers paid in
i the first
period, w
which are deterrmined by thee value of
aand . Hencee, the premium
m
can bee written as
, ,
and the reent given to thhe high risk in
ndividuals whoo suffer no first-period loss can be deriveed from:
Solving ffor

,

yields
(16)

which cann be further written
w
as
(16’)
where
(17)
is the nett transfer paidd to the insureer in the first period from both types. Obviously,
O
and
1 (For exampple, no one pu
urchases the aaccident forgiv
veness policy).

,

0 wh
hen

1

d period is zerro (Note 22). It is seen thatt low risks
Here, I asssume that thee rent paid to the low risks in the second
with no looss in the first period will get
g an actuariaally fair prem
mium
. Mo
oreover, to indduce them to participate
p
in the acccident forgivenness contractss, more coveraage
will be given in th
he second periiod.
Apparenttly, the rent offered to high risks to participate in
n this contraact is from bboth intertem
mporal and
cross-sectional subsidiization. In oth
her words, onlly if the insurrer makes a prrofit in the firrst period by charging
c
a
higher-than-market preemium would
d it support thhe rent given to the policyholders in thee second period, which
results inn
and
. The high
h “upfront” prremium for th
the two-period
d contract
may be thhought of as an
a entry cost to
o the accidentt forgiveness contract
c
with an
a experiencee-rating pricing
g scheme.
Thereforee, for given probabilities
(0
1 and
(0
0<y<1) that both
b
high rissks and low risks will
separate, the optimal two-period
t
co
ontract with aaccident forgiv
veness under competitive cconditions and
d with the
insureds' switching conntracts permittted is characteerized as follo
ows.
gh risks and ppartial coverag
ge for low
A separatting policy exxists for the firrst period, whhich is full coverage for hig
risks. Thhis is consisteent with the one-period R
Rothschild / Stiglitz
S
contraacts. Howeverr, a higher-th
han-market
premium is charged foor both types. A separating policy existss for the secon
nd period, whhich is full cov
verage for
high riskss even if they suffered first--period losses and a partial coverage for low
l risks.
Pricing, hhowever, is diifferent. An ex
xperience rateed second-period policy is given
g
for low
w risks; that is,, low risks
who sufffered no first--period loss reeceive more ccoverage with
h an actuariallly fair premiium and thosee who did
suffer lossses receive thhe Rothschild//Stiglitz contraacts for low riisks in the second period. H
High risks also
o obtain an
experiencce rated seconnd-period poliicy; that is, hiigh risks who
o suffered no first-period looss receive the rent and
those whoo suffered losses receive th
he Rothschild//Stiglitz contraacts for high risks
r
in the seccond period. The
T rent is
from bothh intertemporaal and cross-seectional subsiidization.
4.3.2 Com
mments
To more ffully characteerize the optim
mal contract, I add some com
mments for thrree important issues.
Asymmetrric informatioon. When infformation aboout previous driving recorrds is not poooled across in
nsurers, it
means thaat if an accideent or violation
n occurred it iis only observ
ved by the initial insurer ressponsible for covering
c
it
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but not by other rival insurers, thus asymmetries of information arise (Note 23). Contrary to what is believed by
many to be common practice (e.g., automobile accidents as well as traffic violations are complete and freely
available), states vary in the accident reporting regulations (see Table 2), and information maintained by state
agencies, such as Motor Vehicle Records (MVRs), is not always available and often is far from complete. More
specifically, in some states, driving under the influence of alcohol (DUI) and other major traffic-related
convictions can even be erased (see Table 3) from one's motor vehicle record. The source of asymmetries of
information might also come from the time lag in the learning process between the initial insurer and its rivals.
In other words, the initial insurer, in some sense, might be thought of as the Stackelberg leader in the updating
process. It is likely for the initial insurer to have a comparative advantage over rivals in monitoring its own
policyholders. Over time, the initial insurer obtains Bayesian updates on its policyholders' loss distributions that
are not simultaneously available to the rivals. For example, if the insured vehicle is involved in an accident, it
usually takes some time for the rival insurers to access this information while the initial insurer is required to be
notified immediately. Moreover, through contractual relationship with its policyholders, the initial insurer may
also learn of more relevant risk-related personal information, such as medical history, which is unobservable to
other insurers.
Insurer’s commitment to the contracts. In the way my model has been set up, it is assumed that insurers could
commit to the insurance contract either through enforced legislation or reputational effects. This is consistent
with the general provision in the personal auto policy drafted by the Insurance Services Office (Note 24). In the
termination provision, the named insured can cancel at any time by returning the policy to the insurer. The
insurer also has the right of cancelation but for only three reasons (Note 25): (1) the premium has not been paid,
(2) the driver's license of any insured has been suspended or revoked, or (3) the policy was obtained through
material misrepresentation. Besides, many states place additional restrictions on the insurer's right to cancel or
not renew an auto insurance policy (e.g., the state law may require a longer period of advance notice to the
insured).
Table 2. State accident reporting requirements
State
Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, Indiana, Missouri, Nevada, New Hampshire, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, Wyoming

Reported to DMV

Reported to Law Enforcement

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Arizona, Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine,
Michigan, Montana, Nebraska, North Carolina, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Virginia
California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas,
Utah, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin
Connecticut, Mississippi, Washington DC
Note. Adapted from state DMV websites.

The degree of “punishment”. The prior literature has already illustrated that the presence of second-period
competition for consumers might limit but not destroy the use of an experience rating as a sorting device (e.g.,
Cooper & Haye, 1987). As I assume semi-commitment settings, policyholders are not bound to the insurer. This
results in the punishment for first- period accident being tempered by the presence of rival insurers offering
one-period contracts in the second period. Because of this, someone may argue that the insured does not
necessarily need to purchase accident forgiveness to be relieved from the previous accident. However, I need to
understand that accident forgiveness as an insurance policy feature offered at the beginning of the contracting in
this model not only protects insureds from higher future premiums but also rewards insureds with more
favorable contract terms. In other words, accident forgiveness is the device to temper the experience rating as
well as lower the incentive to switch.
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Table 3. State DMV DUI expungement condition
State

DUI Expungement

Condition

No

No

Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Hawaii, Idaho,
Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana,
Nebraska, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota,
Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Washington,
West Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming, Washington DC
California

Yes

Colorado

Yes

Connecticut

Yes

Delaware

Yes

Florida

Yes

Georgia

Yes

Indiana

Yes

Complete all the conditions of your DUT sentence.
Only if the DUI happened before you turned 21 and you
have no other convictions to be expunged.
Wait 3 years if the DUI was a misdemeanor; wait 5
years if it was a felony.
You can only expunge the DUI if an acquittal or
dismissal terminated the underlying charge.
Only an option if the DUI charge didn’t involve
manslaughter.
You must have no other pending criminal charges and
no other convictions of the same or similar crime in the
last 5 years.
Only if your case was reversed or dismissed.
Only if your case was dismissed or a judge or jury

Maryland

Yes

Michigan

Yes

The court decides on a case-by-case basis.

Missouri

Yes

Only if it was your first DUI

Nevada

Yes

Only if the DUI was not a felony.

New Hampshire

Yes

After 10 years.

New Jersey

Yes

North Carolina

Yes

Pennsylvania

Yes

South Dakota

Yes

Utah

Yes

acquitted you.

All expungements are considered as misdemeanors.
If you’re found not guilty or have a criminal charge
dismissed.
As long as your license wasn’t revoked for being a
habitual offender and you weren’t a commercial driver
at the time.

Virginia

Yes

Varies by county.
After 10 years, as long as the conviction wasn’t a felony.
Only if the charges were dropped, you were acquitted,
or you received an absolute pardon.

Note. Adapted from state DMV websites.

5. Purchase Decision
One more question worth asking is if there is any essential element that affects the accident forgiveness
purchases. The economic explanation of insurance purchase is a story of shifting risk. For consumers, insurance
purchases can be conceptualized as decisions in which they are faced with risks that have some distributions of
losses across probabilities. To reduce these risks, consumers pay premiums and are compensated by benefits if
the losses occur.
Prior literature examining the determinants for consumers’ insurance purchase decisions mostly emphasizes how
product quality, switching cost, and price affect consumers’ decisions (e.g., Cummins et al., 1974; Dahlby &
West, 1986; Laury & McInnes, 2003; Schlesinger & Schulenburg, 1993) or argues that distorted beliefs
concerning the probability and size of potential losses affect consumers' decisions about insurance (e.g., Johnson
et al., 1993; Kunreuther & Pauly 2004, 2005). However, insurance decision-making as behavior under
uncertainty might involve time discounting and risk attitude. In this paper, the importance of individual risk and
time preferences related to the insurance purchase decision is investigated.
This section completes the derivation of the optimal contracts by determining the probability of purchasing
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accident fforgiveness coontracts as a function
fu
of thee discount facttor and the degree of risk avversion.
5.1 Discoount Factor
The discoount factor is a provocativee subject with important im
mplications forr many aspects
ts of economicc behavior
and publiic policy (e.g., Warner & Plleeter, 2001). In particular, the discount factor
f
is essenntial in making
g purchase
decisionss. The macroeeconomics liteerature has proovided eviden
nce showing th
he relationshiip between thee discount
factor annd life insurannce purchase in a life cycl e model (e.g.., Fischer, 197
73; Yaari, 19665) (Note 26)). Articles
related too dynamic insuurance contracts also illustrrate the imporrtance of the discount
d
factoor. Rubinstein and Yaari
(1983) shhow that multti-period insurrance contractts can increasse the welfaree of both the insurer and th
he insured
when thee number of peeriods is largee and the disccount rate is sm
mall. Dionne and Doherty (1994) demon
nstrate the
positive rrelationship beetween the disscount factor aand the high risk
r drivers' paarticipation inn the _rst-perio
od pooling
insurancee. Kunreutherr (1996) usess the discounnt factor to explain
e
why individuals hhad limited interest
i
in
voluntaryy insurance puurchases.
In multi-pperiod contraccting models with
w asymmettric information, the discou
unt factor is vvery importantt such that
it may afffect the optim
mal allocation
n in equilibriuum. Laffont an
nd Tirole (1990) completee their derivattion of the
optimal pprocurement contract
c
by prroposing that the proportio
on of good ty
ypes' separatioon from a sem
mi-pooling
contract ddoes not increease with the discount
d
factoor (Note 27). Dionne
D
and Doherty (1994)) share the sam
me feature
of the nonnincreasing thheorem but fo
or an optimal insurance con
ntract. Here, I posit that if bboth low riskss and high
risks are introduced too randomize over
o
differentt contracts th
here exists a nondecreasing
n
g effect of thee discount
factor on the accident forgiveness
f
pu
urchases for bboth types.
Propositiion 1. The prroportion of policyholders,
for both high
p
h risk and low
w risk, who ppurchase conttracts with
accident fforgiveness iss nondecreasin
ng with the disscount factor.
and
Proof. Suuppose
is the low riskss' equilibrium
m randomizing
g probability for a given discount factor
is for . A
similarly
Assume that < , then llow risks' utillity for two periods
p
with ooptimal
forr can be
written ass:
(18)
for

utility witth optimal

can bee written as:
(19)

utility witth

for

caan be written as:
a
(20)

and utilityy with

for

can be wriitten as:
(21)

As

iss an optimum
m for
an
nd
is an optimum fo
or
, , ,
, , , . This yields
y

, , ,

, I have

, , ,

and

So, addinng (18) and (199), and then su
ubtracting (200) and (21) yieelds

(22)

and (22) ccan be furtherr written as
(22’)
From thee optimal conttract characterrization,

,

,
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1
I assume,, it is obvious that
. Because
B
annd
are optiimum for
and
a
, respecctively, 1
provees the nondecrreasing relatio
onship betweenn the discountt factor and th
he proportion of low risks purchasing
p
the acciddent forgiveness contracts. In
I a similar vvein, using thee same proced
dure, I can prrove this nond
decreasing
relationshhip for high risk policyhold
ders as well.
This propposition statess that when faaced with a hiigher discoun
nt factor, the in
nsured becom
mes more williing to pay
extra monney to have coontracts with accident forgiiveness. Here is the favor of
o intuition. W
When the disco
ount factor
is low, it is costly for thhe insured to pay a positivee transfer in th
he first period
d to increase innsurance posssibilities in
the seconnd period. How
wever, when th
he discount faactor is high, compared
c
to the rival insureer’s one-perio
od contract
offered inn the market, accident
a
forgiiveness policyy not only prottects the insurred from a higgher insurancee rate if he
experiencces losses in the
t first perio
od but also rew
wards him in
n the second period
p
for havving no loss. Individual
who carees more about his second-peeriod expectedd utility obvio
ously prefers to
t purchase thhis accident fo
orgiveness
policy. Thus, it is cleaar that acciden
nt forgivenesss purchase deecision, to som
me extent, is driven by thee discount
factor.
5.2 Risk A
Aversion
I further tturn my attenttion to investiigating how acccident forgiv
veness purchasses are affecteed by the indiv
vidual risk
attitude.
The standdard economicc theory is thaat risk averse individuals co
onfronted with
h sizable hazaards are willin
ng to pay a
more diveersified insureer to bear the risk (e.g., Dioonne & Harrin
ngton, 1992). Schlesinger aand Schulenbeerg (1987)
argue thaat in the usuaal insurance liiterature becauuse a higher degree of risk
k aversion im
mplies a greateer relative
emphasiss on downsidee risk, an incrrease in the leevel of risk av
version leads to the purchaase of a higheer level of
insurancee coverage. Siimilar logic was
w employed by Johnson et
e al. (1993) who
w state that risk neutral consumers
c
would puurchase coveraage at an actu
uarially fair prrice and risk aversion
a
raisess this reservattion price. Gaanderton et
al. (2000)) state that all risk neutral or
o risk averse iindividuals wo
ould purchasee insurance annd undertake all
a relevant
precautioons to the exttent that the extra
e
benefits from such actions
a
exceed
d the marginaal costs, less some risk
premium in the case off risk aversion
n. Laury and M
McInnes (2003
3) elicit that iff one is even sslightly risk av
verse, that
person shhould always purchase
p
insurrance.
The question arises as to whether in
nsureds are goiing to purchase accident fo
orgiveness for more protectiion if they
become m
more risk aveerse. In other words, is stanndard econom
mic theory also applicable tto accident fo
orgiveness
purchasess?
Propositiion 2. There exists a thresshold in termss of utility fo
or both high risks
r
and low
w risks above which the
proportioon of policyhoolders who purrchase contraccts with accident forgivenesss is nondecreeasing in theirr degree of
risk averssion.
Proof. I aassume CRRA
A utility functtion with Ur α,β =

ω(α,β)1-γ
1-γ

, where

iss a function oof

and

and
a

1

for conveenience (Notee 28).
is the parameter tto measure the risk aversio
on with
0 correspondiing to risk
neutralityy,
0 to riisk loving, an
nd
0 to rrisk averse. Suppose
S
I hav
ve
and
with
0. As
usual, if
and
a assumed to
are
t have optim
mum
and , the low risks'
r
utility ffor two periods can be
written ass:
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
Adding (223) and (24), and then subtrracting (25) annd (26) yieldss
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(27)

With

and

, (27) can be furtherr rewritten as
(27’)

To

preedict

sign

the

of

in

(27’),

we

need
d

to

disccuss

the

sign

of

Ur2 α1L ,β1L -Ur1 α1L ,β1L - Ur2 αL ,βL -U
Ur1 αL ,βL +δ 11-pL { Uγ2 αLNN ,βLN αLN ,βLN - Ur2 αL ,βL --Ur1 αL ,βL }.

To simpliify the discusssion, we defin
ne
(28)
where
,
repressents differen
nt contracts (ee.g., contractt
consider tthe possible sign of

,

or

,

). Th
Then, we only
y need to
(29)

haas the curvatu
The functtion
ure shown in F
Figure 2(a). To
T discuss thee sign of (29),, let us derivee both first
and seconnd-order derivvatives. The first-order
f
deriivative
is positivve if
is sm
maller than
the cutofff point
annd negative (o
or
is decreeasing) otherw
wise, as show
wn in Figure 22(b). The seccond-order
derivativee
is negative iff
is smalleer than the cuttoff point
and positive otherwise,
as shownn in Figure 2(cc). Although we
w know that
,
,
,
, the sign of (2
29) is also
determineed by the cutooff point
an
nd . Here arre three possib
ble cases.

Figuree 2. g(w) Funcction and parttial derivates of
o g(w)
Case 1:

,

,

,

(Note 29
9). It is straigh
ht-forward to ssee that
(30)

from whiich
(31)
1
And withh (27’), 1
. This resultt illustrates thee nonincreasin
ng relation bet
etween the pro
oportion of
low risks purchasing acccident forgiv
veness contraccts and the deg
gree of their riisk aversion.
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0 and

. Witth

"

0,
(32)

which inddicates the unddetermined sign of
Case 3:

,

,

.
,

. With

0 and

"

0,
(33)

which inddicates that 1
1
. Unlikke the previou
us two cases, this result poiints to a nond
decreasing
relation bbetween the proportion
p
of low risks purrchasing accid
dent forgiveness contracts and the degrree of risk
aversion. For those
, a high
her level of
is associateed with a low
wer level of
(or a higheer level of
1
.
Similar reesults can alsoo be proven fo
or high-risk poolicyholders.
The econnomic theory underlying
u
th
he insurance ppredicts that more
m
risk-averrse drivers (e..g., good driv
vers with a
clean drivving history) will be more willing to purrchase accident forgivenesss policies. Hoowever, in praactice, it is
apparentlly not that sim
mple. An informal survey aamong acquaiintances show
ws that some ggood drivers hesitate
h
to
pay for aaccident forgivveness, even knowing
k
that it protects th
heir future premiums, where
reas others con
nsider it a
great deaal. This propossition identifiees a situation where more risk-averse
r
ind
dividuals are m
more likely to
o purchase
accident forgiveness policy
p
if the expected
e
utilit
ity provided by
b this insuraance contract is higher than
n a utility
thresholdd (e.g., the individual’s reserrvation utility)
y).
6. Conclu
usions
This papeer is devoted to studying accident
a
forgiiveness policy
y in the auto insurance
i
conntract by deveeloping an
asymmetrric learning model.
m
Assumiing a two-periiod contract, with
w a higher--than-market ppremium charrged in the
first periood, policyhollders purchasiing an accideent forgiveness policy will be protecteed against an increased
second-peeriod premium
m in the eveent of an at-ffault accidentt. If there is no accident,, the policyho
olders are
rewardedd with more faavorable contrract terms in thhe second perriod. In this model,
m
the expeerience rating
g can serve
the same purpose althoough its effecttiveness is tem
mpered by the presence of accident
a
forgivveness. By offfering this
feature too all insureds instead
i
of only
y low risks inn the pool, the initial insurerr may have ann advantage in
n attracting
more custtomers.
When annalyzing the accident
a
forgiiveness purchhase decisionss, I find that higher discoount factor prrovides an
incentive to the policyyholders to purchase accideent forgiveness as the possib
bility of havinng any at-faullt accident
becomes of more conccern to the their future preemium (or utillity). Moreover, the examinnation of the impact of
individuaal risk aversioon on acciden
nt forgiveness purchases su
uggests that, contrary
c
to thhe previous sttudies that
suggest a significantlyy positive relattionship betw
ween the risk aversion
a
and the insurance ppurchase, therre exists a
thresholdd below whichh accident forg
giveness will be less affectted by the deg
gree of risk avversion. This interesting
i
finding m
might be helpfful to provide a better undeerstanding of why policyho
olders who aree good driverrs may not
be willingg to purchase accident forgiiveness at som
me point.
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Notes
Note 1. “Your Choice Auto” consumers can choose from three new, optional packages: Platinum Protection
package, Gold Protection package, and Allstate Value Plan. Based on their individual needs, consumers can
choose among new features like accident forgiveness, new safe driving rewards, or enhanced protection for new
cars.
Note 2. Accident forgiveness eligibility is also determined by state laws and regulations.
Note 3. “Farmers Flex” provides customers with a new set of options and features such as accident forgiveness
and new car pledge package.
Note 4. Nini (2009) empirically investigates the claim reporting behavior in the auto insurance market that
provides accident forgiveness to policyholders.
Note 5. Much effort has been spent on thinking about designing an auto insurance contract in a dynamic market
with the existence of asymmetric information (e.g., Cooper & Hayes, 1987; Dionne & Doherty, 1994;
Kunreuther & Pauly, 1985; Nilssen, 2000; Rothschild & Stiglitz, 1976).
Note 6. In this paper, I refer to this situation as semi-commitment.
Note 7. They implicitly assume that the conditions to obtain a Nash separating equilibrium in a single period
contract were sufficient for an equilibrium to exist in their two-period model.
Note 8. Laffont and Tirole (1990) fully characterize the equilibrium of a two-period procurement model with
commitment and renegotiation. They analyze whether renegotiated long-term contracts yield outcomes
resembling those under either not renegotiated long-term contracts or a sequence of short-term contracts, and
they link the analysis with the multiple unit durable good monopoly problem.
Note 9. Separation in the first period is exactly the phenomena that we observe in the automobile insurance
market. For insurers, practically, it is hard for the insurers to pool different types of individuals together and offer
them the same contracts.
Note 10. The following is the current surchargeable point schedule in Massachusetts (see Massachusetts official
website of the Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation at http://www.mass.gov): major traffic
violation (such as DUI): 5 points; major at-fault accident (such as a claim over $2,000): 4 points; minor at-fault
accident (claim of $500 to $2,000): 3 points; minor traffic violation (such as speeding): 2 points.
Note 11. In this paper, I simply assume that all at-fault accidents or traffic violations might be forgiven.
Note 12. In the United States, the length of time that an auto accident stays on the driving record varies
depending on the state in which you reside. For example, in Illinois, any chargeable claim an individual submits
increases the price of insurance for three years following the claim (see Israel, 2004).
Note 13. Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976) prove that a competitive insurance market may have no equilibrium if
there are relatively few high risk individuals who have to be subsidized.
Note 14. Utility function

.

is assumed to be twice continuously differentiable with

"

.

0

.

Note 15. See Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976).
Note 16. Net reimbursement equals the indemnity paid under the insurance contract in loss state minus the
premium paid out.
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Note 17. See the Appendix for the notations used in the model.
Note 18. Accident forgiveness as the policy feature binds the contract the initial insurer can offer in the second
period to the policyholders having an accident in the first period. I name these two constraints as “accident
forgiveness constraints”.
Note 19. Full insurance means that the insured will have the same utility regardless of loss experience, for
example
or
.
Note 20. In the principal-agent theory, a principal faces two self-selection constraints: one for high risks not to
mimic low risks and one for low risks not to mimic high risks. Only one of these constraints is binding, and the
other constraint that is indeed satisfied when it is ignored in the principal's optimization program can be verified
ex post (Bolton & Dewatripont, 2005, pp. 53-54).
Note 21. Laffont and Tirole (1990) explained the rent-constraint contract as the contract in which the principal
would wish to lower the rent but cannot do so because of the existence of the initial contract.
Note 22. Laffont and Tirole (1990) illustrate that there should be no efficiency gain if introducing the additional
rent by choosing a different normalization.
Note 23. A consumer's incentive to strategically withhold accident information from his insurer is disregarded
here.
Note 24. See 2005 edition of the Personal Auto Policy by the Insurance Services Office and Rejda (2009, Ch. 22
pp. 513-514).
Note 25. See Rejda (2009, Appendix B, pp. 668-669).
Note 26. Yaari (1965) considers the subjective discount rate when he studies the problem of uncertain lifetimes
and life insurance in the context of the expected utility hypothesis using a continuous time model; Fischer (1973)
includes a discount factor in the utility-of-consumption function and describes it as a measure of the
defectiveness of the imagination or of impatience.
Note 27. Laffont and Tirole (1990) refer good types to the firms with lower project costs.
Note 28. The CRRA utility function is widely used in the literature related to insurance purchase decisions (e.g.,
Brown & Poterba, 2000; Charupat & Milevsky, 2002; Hong & Rios-Rull, 2007). I also discuss the results with
the CARA utility function. Please see the Appendix for details.
,

Note 29. To simplify the discussion, let us assume that

,

,

,

.

Appendix A. Notation
The following describe notations used in this model:
, : subscripts for high ( ) risk types or low ( ) risk types;
, : subscripts for accident ( ) or no accident ( ) in the first period;
: size of insurable loss and assumed constant;
: initial wealth and assumed constant;
: probability of having losses for risk type ;
. : individual utility function for the insured;
: premium payable under insurance contract;
: net indemnity paid under insurance contract in loss state;
,

: one-period Rothschild/Stiglitz contract for risk type ;

,

: insurance contract with accident forgiveness in the first period for risk type ;
,

: insurance contract with accident forgiveness in the second period for risk type

: the proportion of high risks purchasing one-period contract;
: the proportion of low risks purchasing one-period contract;
: discount factor;
: degree of risk aversion;
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: lagrrangian multipplier for high risks
r
self-seleection constraiint;
: lagraangian multipplier for low riisks self-selecttion constrain
nt;
: lagraangian multipllier for high riisks randomizzation constraiint;
: lagraangian multipllier for low rissks randomizaation constrain
nt;
: lagraangian multiplier for high risks accident forgiveness co
onstraint;
: lagraangian multipllier for low rissks accident fo
forgiveness con
nstraint;
: lagranngian multipliier for zero-prrofit constraintt.
Appendiix B. Proof in the Case of CARA
C
Utilityy
U
Let uss assume a CARA
C
utility function withh
,
1
,
Proof forr Proposition 2 (CARA Utility).
0 for connvenience. If
where
is the parrameter to measure
m
the risk
r
aversion,, suppose tw
wo insured
customerrs, one with and the other with , andd
. Th
he low-risk in
ndividual’s utilility for two periods can
still be w
written as expreessions (23), (24),
(
(25), andd (26).
Because

and

a assumed to
are
o have optima

and

, respectively,
r
one
o still has

w
as
which cann be further written

Similar too what has beeen proven in the
t case of thee CRRA utility
y, one can derive a new funnction
(A1)
It is easy to determine that the cutoff
ff point on the first-order deerivative curvee is
(A2)
For

0.

, we have

The seconnd-order derivvative of the

function al so has a cutofff point, which
h can be expreessed as
(A3)

For

0 an
nd for the preevious cutoff value
v

, we have

, it is easy to see thhat

"

0 for any

.
It is also assumed that
t
,
,
,
, and
,
repreesent
contracts. From the design of the co
ontracts, policyyholders havee
,
it is assuumed that
,
,
,
and
,
,
. Then it is sttraightforward
d to see that
which prooves

,

wiith different insurance
,
. Further,
,
,

0.
,

If one asssumes that

,

which inddicates the unddetermined sign of
,

If one aassumes that
obvious tthat
which prooves

′

,

, with

0 aand

, with

0 aand

"

0, then

.
,

,

"

0 , it is

0.

Apparenttly, the resultss from the CA
ARA utility aassumption arre similar to those
t
proven with the CRR
RA utility
assumptioon.
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